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Ramsar Convention on Wetlands

 International, non-UN agreement between governments 

(contracting parties)

 Text agreed in 1971 in city of Ramsar, Iran

 Convention came into effect 1975 – Australia first signatory 1974



 Now 171 country members

 2403 sites listed – 2,543,072 km2

 Australia 66 sites 83,077 km2
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Contracting Parties accept obligations in the text of the 

Convention and from Resolutions passed at triennial meetings

Maintain ecological character of ALL wetlands originally 

referred to listed sites only; doubtful this is happening for  

internationally important sites let alone for others wetlands

Report likely or actual change in ecological character. Australia 

does not report when due to climate change; unilateral decision 

and not addressed by Convention despite 2012 decision to do so

Obligations & Mission



Wetlands of international importance – Gippsland listed against 6 

of the 9 criteria (paraphrased below) only need to meet one

1. Representative wetland type

2. Vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered species or 

threatened ecological communities

4. Plant and/or animal species at a critical stage in their life cycles, 

or provides refuge during adverse conditions

5. Regularly supports 20,000 waterbirds

6. 1% of individuals in a population of a waterbird species

8. Important source of food for fishes, spawning ground,

nursery and/or migration path on which fish stocks depends



3. Populations of species important for maintaining the bio-

diversity of a biogeographic region - insufficient information to 

determine whether the site supports the range of species or 

habitats occurring in the bioregion (continental drainage basins)

7. Supports significant proportion of indigenous fish sub/species, 

……  populations representative of wetland benefits or values 

and contributes to global biodiversity - insufficient data to 

determine the proportion of fish species that the site supports 

relative to the total fish diversity in bioregion

9. 1% of individuals in a population of a non-avian wetland-

dependent animal – lacks definitive data from which to 

determine the applicability of the criterion

Wetlands of international importance – Gippsland does not 

meet 3 criteria – 3, 7, 9 (paraphrased)



– Ramsar sites should be covered by an appropriate  and current 

management plan: Gippsland Ramsar site management plan 2016

- link with catchment planning – plans for water extraction, or 

diversion; how does fire/nutrient runoff influence water quality 

and algal blooms? 

- ensures wise use and maintenance of the ecological character, 

including restoration. Ramsar Info Sheet dated 1999 - being 

updated (that’s what we were told in 2008…)

- based on adaptive management and monitoring – including 

processes (nutrients/salinity), ecosystem services (fishing)

- based on community engagement… not clear if it is truly 

participatory or top down

Management planning – Gippsland Lakes 
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Ecological character is the combination of the ecological components,

processes and ecosystem services that characterize the wetland

This links biodiversity with wetland use – water & land use, fisheries, tourism, 

storm protection … etc … it is not only about biodiversity conservation



Ecological character – status/trends of ecological 

character of Gippsland Lakes

Ecological components
- Waterbird species

- Fish

- Shell-fish

- Seagrass

- Algae

- Salinity

- Sediments

- Water

- Habitats

-

Ecological processes
- Nitrogen / phosphorus cycles

- Water flows – fresh and tidal

- Salinity / temp stratification

- Reproduction / pollination 

- Energy / food cycle 

-
Ecosystem services
- Fishing  /  Recreation / Tourism

- Aesthetic / Spiritual

- Hydrologic functions

- Freshwater supply

- Erosion control / sedimentation

- Water purification 

- Storm / flood buffering

-



Ecological character description and management plan – weak when 

addressing ecological processes and ecosystem services





Some of the things that need to be addressed in more detail, and 

discussed with local communities & related to ecological 

processes and provision of ecosystem services

Future plans for water diversions in catchment?



Changes in rainfall and discharge to Lakes?

Some of the things that need to be addressed in more detail, and 

discussed with local communities & related to ecological 

processes and provision of ecosystem services



Details and dynamics of ecological processes and ecosystem services 



?

The one that seems to receive insufficient attention - the impact of 

the entrance and especially the deepening about a decade ago



Maintained deeper than 3m given annual 

dredging. Now have a dredger on site. Go 

back to 3m? 

Does it ‘pump more salt into the lakes, as 

shown to occur in other east coast systems, 

and predicted from past investigations?



In response to concerns 

over the dredging the 

federal government 

responded that they 

found no evidence of 

significant impact. 



But if you look at what they 

asked for it did not include 

an assessment of impact of 

deepening of entrance on the 

Ramsar site …. 

And comments in the past by 

various officials and experts 

that the ecological condition 

of the lakes is changing 

given the opening to the 

ocean – they said it is 

happening but then say it 

has no impact when 

deepened

Not that hard to imagine that 

this should be investigated



Increasing number of marine species in the Lakes – extent & impact?



Massive shellfish dieback – judged not significant change?



Dead paperbark trees – not sure what the reasoning was for this one – perhaps an 

acceptance that it is becoming more marine and will continue on this trajectory. 

But has deepening the entrance sped this up? Lets have a look and decide if that’s 

what we want – the community decides – the technocrats inform, educate and raise 

awareness. 



Algal blooms –marine algal bloom & more regular fresh/brackish 

blooms  - increasing frequency? Closing the recreational fishing = change 

in ecosystem service and change in ecological character?





Yet, not known if 

limits of acceptable 

change have been 

exceeded. Information 

not available, or the

process for assessing 

change in ecological 

character is deficient. 

Revisit the ecological 

assessments – adopt 

less defensive position 

and get the necessary 

data …. 



Other evidence of change in an important ecosystem service

It has been fished to the extent that it is banned – given it takes so 

long to make such decisions surely that indicates a change in the 

ecological character. And should be reported under Article 3.2?



Responses – things to do or do better

 Ongoing community consultation, awareness, involvement –
participation not top down agency control

 Integrated inventory, assessment & monitoring of all parts of 
ecological character – close the information gaps (cut the excuses; 
some have been there far too long)

 Establish further conceptual models incorporating risk and 
uncertainty associated with all parts of ecological character and 
drivers of change 

 Identify likely scenarios and confirm likely changes (limits) and 
ecological state (acceptability)

 Report likely change as well as actual adverse change ….



Projected temperatures during 21st C are significantly higher than 

at any time during the last 1000 years

For years climate experts have warned that 

temperatures are increasing, as are sea 

levels ….what does the future hold for the 

Gippsland Lakes?



The prognosis is pretty clear – the lakes 

are changing and it will be ok 



- close the information gaps, the changes 

& causes identified, including for 

ecosystem services & ecological processes

- an independent audit & prognosis, with 

local community supported to be part of 

this, not just the recipient of  a report by 

experts

The prognosis is pretty clear – the lakes 

are changing and it will be ok 



Thank-you
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Vision 

The Gippsland Lakes are a model for engaging local communities 

in participatory processes, and for how we come to grips with 

our responsibilities, and for how we prepare for the future.


